
STATUTORY RESIDENCE TEST

Overview of the Legislation
The statutory residence test (SRT) assists
substantially with determining individual
residence for UK tax purposes. HM Revenue &
Customs have issued detailed guidance on the
legislation.

The main aim when the legislation was first
announced was to remove the uncertainty that
had long existed in determining residence based
on case law and HMRC guidance.

As the legislation has been drafted and redrafted
it has become increasingly complex with the
result that reliance will once again often need to
be placed on HMRC guidance which is
undesirable.

In many cases the tests are straightforward to
apply and produce a clear result however there
are difficult cases at the margins where
uncertainty remains.

The legislation contains many complex and
detailed definitions and it is essential that these
are clearly understood if the correct answer is to
be obtained.

The SRT
The SRT is in three parts – an automatic
residence test, an automatic overseas test and a
sufficient ties test.

If the individual does not meet the automatic
residence test or sufficient ties test for the
relevant year, they are treated as not resident in
the UK. It is therefore necessary in order to
determine an individual’s residence to work
through the tests systematically.

HMRC has provided an online tool to assist in this
process but it is not binding on them. The
definitions in the legislation are so complex that
it will still be necessary to seek advice other
than in the most straightforward of
circumstances.

The Automatic Residence Test
An individual is automatically resident for the
year if they meet one of the following automatic
UK tests and none of the automatic overseas
tests. There are four automatic UK tests:

1. The individual spends at least 183 days in
the UK in the year.

2. The individual has a home in the UK during
the year; he is present there for a sufficient
amount of time (there are at least 30 days
in the year when he is present there for no
matter how short a time on each day) and
there is at least one period of 91
consecutive days of which at least 30 days
fall in the current tax year throughout which
the individual either has no overseas home
or has an overseas home or homes and
spends no more than the permitted time (he
is present there on fewer than 30 days for at
least some of the time) at that home or at
each of those homes.

3. The individual works sufficient hours in the
UK over a period of 365 days, all or part of
which falls within the relevant tax year;
there are no significant breaks from work
and on more than 75% of those UK working
days more than three hours of work was
carried out in the UK and at least one of
those days falls in the current tax year.
There are detailed rules to calculate
whether an individual works “sufficient
hours in the UK” but, broadly, the test will
be satisfied if the individual works an
average of 35 hours a week.

4. The individual dies during the relevant tax
year, was resident for each of the three
preceding tax years by reason of meeting
the automatic residence test and even if the
individual was not resident in the year they
die the preceding year would not be a split
year and at the time of death their home or,
if there is more than one home, at least one



of them was in the UK. Where an individual
has an overseas home or homes the position
will be affected depending upon the
amount of time they have spent in each.

An individual is treated as being in the UK on
any day when they are in the UK at midnight,
except in certain cases when they are in the UK
in transit. There is also an anti-avoidance rule
within the day count rule which applies to
individuals with three or more ties who are
present in the UK on more than 30 days without
being in the UK at midnight on any of those days
and were UK resident for at least one of the
previous three tax years. In this situation all
days in excess of 30 when the individual is in the
UK at any time are counted as days of presence.

The Automatic Overseas Test
An individual is automatically not resident for
the year if they meet one of the automatic
overseas tests. There are five automatic
overseas tests:

1. The individual was resident in the UK for
one or more of the preceding three tax
years, spends fewer than 16 days in the UK
in the relevant tax year and does not die
during the tax year.

2. The individual was resident in the UK for
none of the preceding three tax years and
spends fewer than 46 days in the UK in the
year in question.

3. The individual works sufficient hours
overseas during the year without significant
breaks and during that time works in the UK
(for more than three hours a day) on no
more than 30 days and also spends fewer
than 91 days in the UK in the relevant tax
year. There are detailed rules to calculate
whether an individual works “sufficient
hours overseas” but, broadly, the test will
be satisfied if the individual works an
average of 35 hours a week.

4. The individual dies during the year, was not
resident in the UK in either of the two
preceding tax years and the number of days
in the UK in the year is less than 46.

5. The individual dies during the year, was not
resident in the UK in either of the two
preceding tax years because they met the
third automatic overseas test above and
met the conditions of the test for the
period in the current year up to the date of
death.

The Sufficient Ties Test
If an individual is not conclusively resident or
not resident when applying the above tests,
it is necessary to turn to the sufficient ties
test. Whether the individual is resident in the
UK depends on the number of ties they have
with the UK together with the number of
days spent here.

The ties are:

•A family tie

•An accommodation tie

•A work tie

•A 90 day tie and

•A country tie*

•Only applicable if the individual was resident for
one or more of the preceding three tax years.

The ties are applied differently depending on
whether an individual is an “arriver” (not
resident for any of the previous three tax
years) or a “leaver” (resident for one or more
of the previous three tax years).

The table for arrivers is as follows:

The table for leavers is as follows:

There are modifications to the tables if the
individual dies during the year.



Example
Marena is single, currently lives in Spain and
spends time in the UK in 2019/20. She spends
100 days in the UK and rents an apartment for
the entire year which is available for her use.
She does not work while she is here. She is not
resident in the UK. However, if she were to
spend more than 182 days she would be treated
as UK resident. If she visits again during 2020/21
her days in the UK must be limited to no more
than 120 if she is to remain non-resident
because the 90 day tie will apply as well as the
accommodation tie.

Exceptional Circumstances
The legislation makes provision for exceptional
circumstances allowing up to 60 days of
presence in the UK to be disregarded where an
individual spends a day in the UK for reasons
beyond their control, such as national or local
emergencies or sudden or life threatening illness
or injury. This would not include coming to the
UK for medical treatment for the individual or a
family member. This applies even where the
consequence is that an individual will spend 183
days or more in the UK. This is more lenient
than the previous rules.

Definition of Ties
The various ties have been defined although
there may still be final changes to some of these
definitions.

Family tie

Generally a family tie exists if an individual’s
spouse, civil partner, common law partner or
minor child is resident in the UK for the year.
The tie is not counted if the individual’s only
family member is a minor child who they see in
the UK on fewer than 61 days in total or the
minor child is only resident because they are in
full time education in the UK for the year and
their days in the UK outside term time are fewer
than 21.

Accommodation tie

An accommodation tie exists if:

• An individual has a place to live in the UK,
and

• That place is available for a continuous
period of at least 91 days, and

• They spend at least one night at that place
during the year.

A “place to live” includes a holiday home or
even a hotel and may include the home of a
close relative.

Work tie

An individual is treated as having a work tie
if they work in the UK for at least 40 days in
the year, whether continuously or
intermittently. A day where more than three
hours work is carried out counts as a
workday.

90 day tie

An individual has a 90 day tie if they spend
more than 90 days in the UK in one or both of
the preceding two tax years.

Country tie

An individual has a country tie if they spend
more days in the UK than any other country
during the year.

Other Key Points
Other changes which are contained in the
legislation include:

Split year treatment

The normal rule is that an individual is
resident or not resident for the whole of a
tax year. However, a tax year may be split
into periods of residence and non-residence
in various circumstances if a person begins or
ceases to be resident part of the way through
a tax year.

There are detailed rules for the different
situations which must be studied to ensure
that split year treatment applies. For
instance, split year treatment is unlikely to
apply where an individual moves to or leaves
the UK, otherwise than for work, and they
own a home in the UK before they arrive or
one overseas before they depart.

Income tax avoidance

There are anti-avoidance rules to prevent
individuals taking advantage of the certainty
the SRT provides to become non resident for
a short period of time and receive income
free of tax. The rules are modelled on the
existing capital gains rules and apply to
certain types of income including certain
dividends from close companies, lump-sum
pension payments and gains on life assurance
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policies if the individual leaves the UK for less
than five years.

The rules do not apply to ordinary earnings from
employment or regular types of investment
income eg. bank interest or dividends from non
close companies.

Conclusion
In most cases it is possible for individuals to
determine whether or not they are UK resident
under the SRT reasonably easily and with a high
degree of certainty. As with the previous rules
there will be cases at the margins where
individuals have to examine their UK ties very
carefully to decide how many apply. The last
thing an individual wants is to plan the number
of days they may spend in the UK based on a
certain number of ties only to find that they
have one more tie than they thought. By then it
may be too late to do anything about it and they
will find that they have spent too many days in
the UK and are tax resident.

The information detailed within this
publication is intended as a general guide on
this rapidly changing area and is no substitute
for specific advice. If you would like to discuss
the legislation in further detail please contact
your usual BDO adviser or the contacts listed
here.
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